
     Professional Fees 
 

NHS Eligibility 

At BBR Optometry we believe that whatever your eligibility, you should have the most 

comprehensive examination we can offer. Our Optometrists recommend the extended examination 

for all so we can provide you with the most appropriate care and recommendations by spending an 

extended time with you. The NHS may not cover the cost of some procedures. 

Senior   Practice 

Optometrist  

NHS Extended Eye Examination      £84.00  £64.00 

A comprehensive examination of a minimum or 40 minutes including 

the enhanced retinal scanning (OCT)/ imaging and dilation (often 

necessary), threshold fields and anterior eye imaging if appropriate.  

Full Eye Examination       £112.00 £90.00 

A comprehensive examination of a minimum of 30-40 minutes 

including the enhanced retinal scanning (OCT) and dilation 

(often necessary), threshold fields and anterior eye imaging if 

appropriate.  

Under 25 Eye Examination      £60.00  £45.00 

A comprehensive examination of a minimum of 30 minutes 

including the enhanced retinal scanning (OCT) and dilation 

(often necessary), threshold fields and anterior eye imaging 

if appropriate. 

Low Vision Examination      £84.00  £64.00 

Supplementary Procedures (fields, tonometry, topography)  £53.00  £40.00 

Private Emergency Appointment     £84.00  £64.00 

IP private prescription       £20.00  £20.00 

 

 

 

Children (Some tests above the NHS Eye Examination may be necessary) 

Children’s Exercises (per visit)        £25.00 

Children’s Cycloplegic Refraction       £25.00 

ReadEZ Assessment (including overlay if appropriate)     £60.00 

 

 



Contact Lenses 

Initial Contact Lens Evaluation *                 Existing wearer £50.00 

Contact lens fitting + teach + diagnostic contact lenses    New Standard & Toric  £50.00** 

+ follow-up appointment                 New Complex or Bifocal  £65.00** 

*    Patients should have had a full eye examination within the last 6 months 

**  Enrolment in Eyelife is a requirement for any new contact lenses wearer. Trial is FOC if not      

successful.  

Senior  Practice 

 Optometrist 

Contact Lens Examinations       Soft CLs £140.00 £112.00 

A comprehensive examination and contact lens      RGP CLS £148.00 £125.00 

assessment of a minimum of 40 minutes including the 

enhanced retinal scanning (OCT) / imaging and dilation (often necessary), threshold fields and 

anterior eye imaging if appropriate. 

NHS Contact Lens Examinations      Soft CLs £117.00 £88.00 

A comprehensive examination and contact lens      RGP CLS £122.00 £102.00 

assessment of a minimum of 40 minutes including the enhanced retinal scanning (OCT) / imaging 

and dilation (often necessary), threshold fields and anterior eye imaging if appropriate. 

Under 25 Contact Lens Examination     £85.00  £71.00 

Contact Lens Aftercare or Follow-up     £61.00  £51.00 

A comprehensive contact lens assessment or follow-up. As there is 

no NHS component to contact lens care, unless you are on a payment plan, all contact lens 

assessments are chargeable. 

Ortho-K Consultation (New)        N/A  £91.00 

Ortho-K Consultation (Existing Patients)      N/A  £51.00 
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